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Predictions of emergent phenomena, appearing on the macroscopic layer of a complex system, can fail if they are made by a
microscopic model. Tis study demonstrates and analyses this claim on a well-known complex system, Conway’s Game of Life.
Straightforward macroscopic mean-feld models are easily capable of predicting such emergent properties after they have been
ftted to simulation data in an after-the-fact way. Tus, these predictions are macro-to-macro only. However, a micro-to-macro
model signifcantly fails to predict correctly, as does the obvious mesoscopic modeling approach. Tis suggests that some
macroscopic system properties in a complex dynamic system should be interpreted as examples of phenomena (properties) arising
from “strong emergence,” due to the lack of ability to build a consistent micro-to-macro model, that could explain these
phenomena in a before-the-fact way. Te root cause for this inability to predict this in a micro-to-macro way is identifed as the
pattern formation process, a phenomenon that is usually classifed as being of “weak emergence.” Ultimately, this suggests that it
may be in principle impossible to discriminate between such distinct categories of “weak” and “strong” emergence, as phenomena
of both types can be part of the very same feedback loop that mainly governs the system’s dynamics.

1. Introduction

Te tendency to exhibit emergent properties is a key
characteristic of complex systems [1]. Emergence has been
studied and discussed in various scientifc domains, such as
biology [2], ecology [3], neurology [4], economics [5], social
sciences [6, 7], linguistics [8], and philosophy [9]. In all
complex systems that are studied in these domains, emer-
gent properties arise on the macroscopic system layer,
caused by feedback loops that reside on a microscopic layer.
For example, often microscopic and localized feedback loops
induce self-organizational processes, which produce pat-
terns that then appear on the macroscopic system layer.

Tere is signifcant debate about the existence and the
relevance of the phenomenon of emergence in complex
systems, which led to the proposal of discriminating between
two categories of emergence: “weak emergence” and “strong
emergence” [10]. However, this distinction between the two
variants of emergence did not settle the debate. On the one
hand, it prompted questions about this distinction itself,
while on the other hand, and debates about the mere ex-
istence of “strong emergence” persisted. For example, Mark

Bedau states “Although strong emergence is logically pos-
sible, it is uncomfortable like magic” [10], while Peter
Corning concludes “Emergence [. . .] is neither a mystical
concept nor is it a threat to reductionist science” [11].

For the sake of simplicity, only a short description of the
used terms is given here to defne how the terms “emergent
phenomena,” “weak emergence,” and “strong emergence”
are used in the study at hand.

1.1. EmergentPhenomena. Novel phenomena properties of a
complex system are often surprising at frst sight. Tey arise
on a higher (macro) system level as a nontrivial consequence
of the microscopic mechanics that operate on a lower system
level. Te nontriviality arises usually from nonlinear com-
ponent interactions, which create feedback loops that are
associated with specifc timing coefcients (e.g., delays of
causal efects) within complex systems.

1.2.WeakEmergence. Phenomena or system properties may
surprise the observer at frst sight, but are easily explainable
with micro-to-macro causation afterwards. By thinking hard
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or with an appropriate model, such phenomena should also
be able to be predicted without having observed them frst.
Tis basically means that such phenomena on the macro-
scopic level can be predicted by applying a model that is
purely based on the known microscopic mechanisms of a
system. However, predicting such phenomena with a
macroscopic model, that is parametrized from macroscopic
observations, would not sufce to identify an emergent
phenomenon as being “weakly emergent,” as such a model
would not explain how and why the microscopic mecha-
nisms cause and govern the observed macroscopic
phenomenon.

1.3. Strong Emergence. Tese are emergent phenomena or
system properties which cannot be explained (post hoc) and
predicted (a priori) by a consistent model (chain of micro-
to-macro causations) from the underlying microscopic
mechanisms.Tis is for example the case when the emergent
phenomenon on the macroscopic system level feeds back to
the microscopic components and modulates their behavior.
Tis way a closed loop of micro-macro-micro causation
arises. For example, there might be a strong micro-to-macro
efect that is easily explained by the microscopic mechanism
and thus only weakly emergent, if it is emergent at all. Even
subtle feedback from macro-to-micro might afect exactly
these microscopic weak emergent processes, as in nonlinear
interaction systems, even weak feedbacks can have strong
ultimate efects and drive the system towards alternative
states, e.g., through phase transitions. Tus, such feedbacks
can impair the ability to produce a reliable micro-to-macro
model of the system, turning this inability into a charac-
teristic of strong emergence.

One might frst think that claiming that an observed
phenomenon or system property is of strong emergence is
an exceptional claim.Tus, one would infer that such a claim
would need to be supported by exceptionally strong evi-
dence. However, in contrast to this frst intuition, it seems
that the exact opposite approach is required. Te study
presented here aims at demonstrating that the burden of
proof in fact lies on the claim of weak emergence for
interpreting an emergent property:

In my opinion, the really exceptional claim that needs to
be proven is to consider an emergent phenomenon to be of
weak emergence, as this basically means that one can explain
the observed emergent phenomenon purely from the known
microscopic mechanisms. In consequence, if an emergent
property is observed, one should consider it to be strong
emergence at frst and then try to falsify this hypothesis by
coming up with a micro-to-macro model. Tis micro-to-
macro model should explain the phenomenon and allow
predictions in sufcient quality. Te harder this model
building task gets, the more likely the observed phenomenon
might be an example of strong emergence, as for real strong
emergence, it will be impossible to fnd such a sufcient
micro-to-macro model. Ultimately, this way of interpreting
strong emergence means that weakly emergent phenomena
can be components in the explanation of strongly emergent
phenomena and vice versa.

Te fact that complex systems exhibit emergent mac-
roscopic features unexplainable from a purely microscopic
model has been demonstrated for properties of the Ising
model [12] in a decidability study of a system composed of
an Ising model in combination with a Turing machine [13].

Te study presented here aims at demonstrating that
strongly emergent properties can be observed already in
complex systems with very simple mechanisms, such as
Conway’s Game of Life (GoL) [14], which is still, decades
after its discovery, subject to comprehensive research in
various communities [15]. Te seminal article by Marc
Bedau studies the GoL for emergence and describes several
properties of this system to be phenomena of the weak
emergence type: pattern formation in general and specif-
cally the growth of a cell population starting from the small
“pentomino confguration” in an otherwise empty world
[10]. Tese phenomena and system properties can all be
easily explained by studying and modeling the simple mi-
croscopic rules of the GoL. However, does the simple GoL
also produce phenomena that are cases of strong emergence?

Te hypothesis that is investigated in this article is that
specifc system properties, that seem to be very trivial at frst
sight, might in fact be the most nontrivial system properties
and examples for strong emergence: Te global population
dynamics (changes of population densities over time) and
the long-term nonzero population density (LTNPD) to-
wards which the system converges are both observable in the
GoL.

Temain hypothesis of this study is that these properties,
which are statistical properties of the system that one could
easily observe and then analyze from performing forward
simulations, are unpredictable from analyzing the micro-
scopic rules without simulating the system. In order to
investigate this hypothesis, the focal research questions of
the study presented here are as follows:

(1) Are there emergent macroscopic properties in the
GoL that are usually not considered to be emergent?

(2) Can we come up with a micro-to-macro model to
explain these system properties by “weak
emergence”?

(3) Can we come up with a mesoscopic model to explain
these system properties by these microscopic
mechanisms, still following a bottom-up approach,
thus being purely informed a priori by the micro-
scopic mechanisms?

(4) Are these phenomena easily predictable by a mac-
roscopic post hoc model?

(5) How do these properties and modeling approaches
work out for other cellular automata that are not
exactly the GoL, but similarly acting on the micro-
scopic level?

2. Conway’s Game of Life

In the following, a very brief description of the GoL is given
to explain those aspects that are necessary to understand the
arguments and procedures described in this study.
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Te GoL acts in a fnite grid-type (lattice) “world” of
width X and height Y. In the study presented here, the
dimensions are X � Y � 201 cells. Each cell at any position
(x, y) at any time step t is either in state S(x, y, t) � 0 (dead)
or in state S(x, y, t) � 1 (alive). At every time step, the cells
update their state, according to the rules depicted in Table 1.
Tis update is synchronous. Tus, all cells update to their
new state S(x, y, t + 1) based on the states of their neigh-
boring cells and their own state in their previous time step t.
For this update, each cell considers its own state and the
number of “living” cells in the eight adjacent cells within its
Moore neighborhood [16]. Tis individual “neighborhood
count” is expressed by N(x, y, t). For neighborhood as-
sessment, the world is wrapped in a toroid (donut-type)
topology to avoid edge efects. Tus, the world is fnite
concerning the number of cells, but it has no outer edges.
Te exact update rules of the GoL are given in Table 1;
basically, all confgurations yield a “dead” cell state except
the following:

(i) A new cell is born, if a dead cell had 3 living
neighbors (green frame in Table 1)

(ii) A cell stays alive with 2 or 3 living neighbor cells
(blue frames in Table 1)

After all cells have successfully updated their states, the
number of living cells for each time step can be calculated by
Nliving(t) � 

X
x�1 

Y
y�1 S(x, y, t) and the fraction of living

cells (population density) in the total population can be
calculated as Ω(t) � Nliving(t)/(X∗Y).

Figure 1 shows a typical example of a simulation run of
the GoL. From an initially randomized distribution of
living cells, in this case, 20% of all cells, the pattern for-
mation and self-organization have kicked in and shaped the
appearance of the system after the runtime of 2000 time
steps that are shown here. Te population density has
declined dramatically to a population density of approx. 4%
in this period of time and the “world” exhibits several areas
inhabited by living cells in diferent types of confgurations.
Te overall landscape can be characterized by 3 arche-
typical types of areas: some areas are depleted of living cells
(empty areas, A) and some contain only fxed patterns (the
blocks, the beehives, the loaves, and so on) or simple in-
place oscillating patterns (e.g., the blinkers), so the pop-
ulation dynamics came to a standstill (“frozen” areas, B). In
parallel, there exist some regions where the pattern for-
mation process is intensively working and producing
quickly changing and dynamic patterns (“living” areas, C).
Empty areas (A) correspond to Wolfram class I, “frozen”
areas to Wolfram class II, while “living” areas best cor-
respond to Wolfram class IV, following the nomenclature
given by Stephen Wolfram [17].

Over time, the size ratios between these three types of
areas change. Tey converge towards specifc population
densities, depending on the random starting density of living
cells. Tis suggests a process driven by a “carrying capacity,”
reminding the observer of biological density-dependent
population dynamics [18].

3. Emergent Population Densities in the
Game of Life

Te microscopic rule set of the GoL is purely based on local
density information. It is only the fraction of living cells
within the population of eight neighboring cells that de-
termines the fate of every single cell. Te position of these
living cells within the neighborhood plays no role at all, what
makes the observed pattern formation already an interesting
feature of the system. Given that the microscopic rules are

Table 1: Ruleset of the Game of Life.
If the focal cell at (x, y) is dead at time step t
N (x, y, t) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S (x, y, t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S (x, y, t + 1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
If the focal cell at (x, y) is alive at time step t

N (x, y, t) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S (x, y, t) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S (x, y, t + 1) 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

t = 0 steps
initial density of
living cells: 20%

B:
,,frozen“ area

C:
,,living“ area

t = 2000 steps
density of living

cells: 4%

A:
empty area

2000 tim
e steps

Figure 1: Typical development in the Game of Life.
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purely dependent on local densities, one might assume that
the global density of living cells, concerning their dynamics
over time and concerning potential points of convergence
(equilibria, fxed points) should be trivially predictable from
these rules.

In order to investigate these dynamics and their points of
convergence, a series of experiments was performed. Tis is
necessary to test if those macroscopic properties, that are
suggested as candidates for strong emergence in the latter
part of this article, really exist in the GoL.

Experiment 1. Parameter sweep of initial densities: Te GoL
system (size 201× 201) was initialized with random initial
populations of varying densities ranging from 0%, thus
Ω(0) � 0.0, to 100% living cells, thus Ω(0) � 1.0, in in-
crements of 1% wide steps. Each setting was repeated 30
times with the same initial density of living cells, but with a
diferent randomized distribution of those cells. Tus, in
total, 101 diferent setups and 3030 simulation runs were
performed in Experiment 1. Each simulation was run for
5000 time steps. Afterwards, the resulting density of living
cells Ω(5000) was measured to estimate the LTNPD.

Figure 2 shows the result of the parameter sweep con-
ducted in Experiment 1. Te dashed lines indicate minima
and maxima of observed results, the grey area contains 50%
of all results, and the bold black line indicates the median
result for any given initial density of living cells.

Figure 2 shows that there are two signifcant phase
transitions in the system. Tere is a critical density of
randomly distributed living cells with approx. Ω(0) ≈ 0.03,
below which the system tends to go fully extinct, thus
Ω(5000) ≈ 0.0. A less sharp phase transition occurs for high
densities, which start to make the fnal density decline
approx. at Ω(0) ≈ 0.7 and above, showing full extinction
almost in every case aboveΩ(0) ≈ 0.8. Between the values of
Ω(0) ≈ 0.07 and Ω(0) ≈ 0.7, there seems to be a system
regime at work that, in the vast majority of runs, drives the
fnal density to converge towards values around
Ω(5000) ≈ 0.029. It is noteworthy that the populations seem
to converge almost exactly to the lower critical bound of
initial density. Interestingly, the GoL system drives itself to a
global population density that is not sustainable if it were a
randomized population. Tese fndings correspond well to
those reported in a study about noisy and asynchronous
update procedures of the GoL [19] for some starting con-
ditions. Here, the parameter sweep was conducted in fner
steps for the full range of possible initial densities to have a
complete view on how the LTNPD depends on these initial
conditions.

In order to show that these observations are due to the
existence of one or more points of convergence in the
emerging population dynamics, a second experiment was
conducted to study not only the fnal population sizes but the
dynamics of the populations.

Experiment 2. Here, four diferent initial conditions were
tested with the same GoL system used in Experiment 1.
Tese runs were initialized with random initial population
densities of living cells Ω(0) ∈ 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2{ }. Again,

each setting was repeated 30 times with the same initial
density but with a diferent randomized distribution of living
cells. Tus, in total, 120 experiments were simulated in
Experiment 2, each one for 5000 time steps.

Figure 3 shows that there is clearly a convergence of
population dynamics towards the fnal nonzero population
densities reported by Experiment 1 for the starting values of
Ω(0) ∈ 0.1, 0.15, 0.2{ }. For the setting of Ω(0) � 0.05, there
seems to be a diferent situation, as a rich variety of outcomes
is reached in those runs, none of which tend towards higher
population densities than in the other initial settings.
However, with such low initial densities, also lower fnal
population densities seem to be possible, indicating that
there might be another convergence point (or maybe even
more of them) present at these lower densities.

Looking at the individual runs depicted in Figure 3(a), it
also shows that runs that come to an early standstill (straight
horizontal lines in Figure 3) reached a confguration with
only “frozen” and empty areas. Tese runs tend to have
lower LTNPD than those runs that are still highly dynamic
(the wiggling lines in Figure 3), and thus are still containing
“living” areas: Tese runs seem also to converge towards an
LTNPD residing approximately between Ω(t) ≈ 0.025 and
Ω(t) ≈ 0.035, what is higher than those of the frozen and
empty runs. Te right column of subgraphs in Figure 3
shows the distribution of the fnal values of Ω(5000). Tese
distributions are also numerically given in Table 2.

Te results found in both experiments indicate that the
GoL system actively approaches an LTNPD, that is a
nonzero density equilibrium towards which the population
converges in the long term. Te same LTNPD was found for
a wide range of randomized initial population densities,
except for the extremely low and the extremely high initial
population densities, which approach either a lower LTNPD
or even steer the system towards extinction. Te questions
are as follows: Can a model predict these sets of behavior
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Figure 2: Results of Experiment 1. Te distribution (quartiles) of
the fnal population sizes at t� 5000 is shown for each starting
density of living cells (N� 30 repetitions per setting).
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qualitatively? Can the observed threshold values for population
collapses and the observed values for the nonzero point of
convergence be predicted by those models, also quantitatively
based purely on the known microscopic rules, in order to
classify those phenomena as being only weakly emergent?

4. Macroscopic Model

Building a macroscopic model of the observed dynamics
from Experiment 2, which then could also predict the results
of Experiment 1, is basically a straightforward task.
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Te easiest approach would be to take the observed data
of Experiment 2 and to ft an exponential decay model to the
simulation runs with Ω(0) ∈ 0.1, 0.15, 0.2{ } and maybe a
logarithmic model to the runs with Ω(0) � 0.05. However,
certainly, there are functions that might support a one-
model-fts-all approach that allows predicting the dynamics
for all initial densities Ω(0). Clearly, one may ft a set of
parameters to the observed data to parametrize a statistical
post-hoc model, with which the resulting density for any
initial density might be predicted. Such an approach would
be purely operating on the macroscopic data and not taking
any of the microscopic rules into consideration in its model
building process. Tus, concerning the observed phenom-
ena, this approach would not inform us about any micro-to-
macro causation in the GoL.

Another macroscopic approach, which is resembling
the process of life and death in the system, might use a
macroscopic model stemming from known ecological lit-
erature to describe the population dynamics of living cells.
Such a model would likely be a variant of the classical
Verhulst model of density-dependent growth [20], as it is
described by

ΔN
Δt

� R 1 −
Nt

C
 Nt. (1)

In equation (1), the variableNt is the population of living
cells in time step t, the parameter R represents a growth rate
of the given population, and the parameter C represents a
given carrying capacity of the system (e.g., determined by the
available space) as the only two constant parameters. Te
expression as a discrete process is chosen on purpose here as
the GoL is an automaton that operates in discrete time steps.
Te Verhulst model is known to have an unstable point of
convergence (equilibrium, fxed point) at N∗ � 0.0 and
another stable point of convergence at N∗∗ � C, for all
above-zero values of R, C, and No [21, 22].

Looking closer at the observed results, there is a mini-
mum population density, below which the populations
collapse, or get very close to absolute extinction. Tis might
remind biologists on the Allee efect [23], which describes
similar dynamics in biological populations. For example, it
can become more difcult for animals to fnd mating
partners as population densities become lower. Other ex-
amples are that causes for mortality can be avoided better in
larger groups than in smaller groups (e.g., predator detection
and avoidance) or other forms of social cooperation.

Te typical model of the Allee efect is described as
ΔN
Δt

� R
Nt

A
− 1  1 −

Nt

C
 Nt. (2)

Equation (2) holds the same parameters and follows the
basic concept of the Verhulst model (equation (1)), except
for the additional constant parameter A, which represents a
specifc threshold population size, below which the growth
rate will become negative. Te Allee efect extension of the
Verhulst model is known to have a stable point of con-
vergence (equilibrium, fxed point) at N∗ � 0.0, another
stable point of convergence at N∗∗ � C, and an unstable
equilibrium point at N∗∗∗ � A for all above-zero values of R,
C, A, and No.

It is noteworthy that this model describes the observed
phase transition with low initial population densities in the
GoL system, but it does not explicitly model for the phase
transition observed with high initial population densities.
However, the negative growth at values of Nt >C increases
with increasing distance of Nt from C; thus, the system is
known to be able to show “undershoot” behavior with
sufciently high values of the parameter R. Tis means that
also extremely high populations can drive the system to-
wards the extinction point also in this macroscopic model.

In order to test whether the GoL allows a macro-to-
macro prediction concerning the focal characteristics ob-
served in the study at hand, another set of simulation runs of
the GoL was conducted. Each setting was repeated 30 times
and simulations ran for 5000 time steps with randomized
initial population densities ranging from 0% to 100% in 5%
wide increments. Tese additional simulation runs were
necessary because the dataset for Figure 2 reported only the
fnal populations and not the course of the dynamics, and the
dataset for Figure 3 contained the full dynamics, but only for
initial densities up to 20%. Te results of these parameter
sweeps are shown in subfgures in Figure 4(a); they corre-
spond well to the data shown in Figures 2 and 3, thus giving
additional confrmation there.

Te topmost subgraphs in Figure 4 show the ten frst
time steps to make the very specifc initial behavior of the
system visible, which would be otherwise invisible due to the
horizontal scaling of the data. Te subgraphs in the middle
row show the population density dynamics over the full
runtime, and the subgraphs on the bottom row show the
initial versus fnal population densities. As the parameter
sweep here is signifcantly coarser than the one shown in
Figure 2, the phase transitions are not captured as precisely
as there; however, this data sufces for the test if a mac-
roscopic model can be easily ftted to these data.

Te subgraphs in Figure 4(b) show the corresponding
predictions of the model with the best parameter setting
found in the model-ftting procedure. For this ftting, the
carrying capacity was set to C � 1172 living cells in a grid
size of 201× 201 cells, a value that closely resembles the
observed LTNPD in Figures 2 and 3. As the population
collapse at the lower density threshold is observed at
population densities just slightly below the LTNPD, a value
of the Allee efect threshold was set to A � 1000 living cells.
With these fxed parameter values, the only free parameter

Table 2: Final distributions of Ω(5000) in the GoL.

Ω (5000)

MedianMin IQR Max

Ω (0) =0.05

Ω (0) =0.10

Ω (0) =0.15

Ω (0) =0.20

.0024 .0052 .0051 .0257

.0236 .0281 .0036 .0354

.0242 .0289 .0027 .0366

.0246 .0293 .0025 .0421
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value is R, which was systematically varied in a way to
minimize the squared diferences between the simulation
data and the model predictions for all initial densities and
over the full course of time. A suitable value for R was
found at R � 0.00075, as with this value, the macroscopic
model is capable to predict all focal macroscopic system
properties. It captures both population collapses at very
high and very low densities, it captures the key population

dynamics, and it captures the convergence towards a value
close to the observed LTNPD of the GoL. Te quality of
these predictions can be seen in Figure 4 by comparing the
subgraphs in the left column with those in the right
column.

Although it was easy to ft a plain-vanilla version of the
Verhulst model with Allee efect extension (equation 2) to
the population data observed in the GoL, this does not tell us
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why this specifc ruleset produces these phenomena. Con-
cerning the (type of) emergence of the focal properties
studied in this article, this model ftting is not helpful per se,
because it operates only the macroscopic system layer. Te
model is constructed with macroscopic thinking, and it was
ftted only to macroscopically derived post hoc data.
However, in order to really understand the emergent
properties of the system, such a modeling approach would
only be helpful if we were able to derive the parameter values
for R, C, and A directly and a priori from the microscopic
rule set instead of ftting them post hoc from observed
macroscopic data.

5. Microscopic Model

In the following, a microscopic model is developed and
analyzed to see if these macroscopic model parameters (R, C,
A) can be derived directly in an a priori process from the
known rule set without any simulation of the system.
Clearly, the value of the parameter C, for which both the
Verhulst model and its extension towards the Allee efect are
known to converge, should correspond to the LTNPD that
we observe in simulations of the GoL system. Can this
macroscopically easily observed value of the parameter C be
predicted also from the microscopic rules in order to es-
tablish the micro-to-macro causation? For this, an approach
is chosen that focuses on the feedbacks in the system that are
emerging from the specifc rules and that can by predicted in
an a priori way directly from these rules.

Figure 5 shows a simple graphical representation of
such a microscopic approach, in which arrows show in
which direction populations will tend to develop based on
individual updates of cells, which are based on their local
density of living cells in their Moore neighborhood. It
indicates three distinct instances in which the individual
cell behavior will not lead to a change in the overall living
cell density:

(1) Cells that have (on average) 4–8 living neighbors will
preferentially die; thus, population densities will de-
crease in consequence, while an (on average) living
neighborhood size of 3 living cells can lead to the birth
of a new living cell. Tis will contribute to increasing
the population density. Tis indicates that there is an
equilibrium density with conditions where cells have
(on average) between 3 and 4 neighbors. Tis hints
towards a stable (regulated) LTNPD of 3.5 living cells
(on average) in a population of 8 neighbor grid cells,
indicating that there should be expected an LTNPD at
a density of 3.5/8 = 0.4375 living cells per grid cells in
the system, indicating a stable equilibrium population
density of 43.75%.

(2) Cells that have (on average) 2 living neighbors
should constitute an equilibrium at 2 living cells per
neighborhood at 2/8 = 0.25 living cells per grid cell in
the system, with no obvious regulation towards this
density present in the microscopic mechanics. Tis
indicates an unstable equilibrium population density
of 25%.

(3) Cells that have (on average) less than 2 living
neighbors will preferentially die; thus, population
densities will decrease towards zero. Tis indicates a
stable equilibrium population density of 0%.

Tese interpretations of the microscopic rules show that
a carrying capacity of C of the GoL system must be assumed
to be at approx. 43.75%, while it is in fact observed around
2.9% in the simulation experiments (Figures 2 and 3).
Clearly, the micro-to-macro prediction fails by more than
one order of magnitude.

Also, concerning the threshold parameter A of the
macroscopic model, the values suggested by the microscopic
model will be signifcantly wrong. Te unstable tipping
point, below which the populations go extinct, is suggested
to be at a neighborhood of 2/8� 0.25 living cells per grid cell;
thus, a density of 25%, while it is found in Figure 2 to reside
rather around a density of 3%.

Besides that, another macroscopic aspect fails to be de-
ductible even qualitatively. Te second phase transition at high
initial densities is observed in Experiment 1 (Figure 2). Te
microscopic model does not provide useful information on
why populations with 70% initial population density (on av-
erage 5.6 living neighbors per cell) fourishes at a “normal”
population density level in the long run, while initial pop-
ulations with 75% density (on average 6 living neighbors per
cell) struggle already signifcantly and those with 80% density
(6.4 living neighbors per cell) are already at the edge of
extinction.

6. Mesoscopic Model

Te inability of the microscopic model to predict the
population dynamics correctly by more than one order of
magnitude stems from the fact that the microscopic rules
lead to pattern formation, which in turn structure the
population into areas of diferent Wolfram categories
(Figure 1). Tese distinct area types have diferent density
properties, and we have seen in Figure 2 that density in-
fuences further density development.
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Figure 5: Microscopic model derived from the ruleset of the game
of life.
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An obvious choice would be to pursue a mesoscopic
model that captures these areal dynamics by depicting the
feedbacks that govern their dynamics. Again here, this
approach is only helpful if this model can be constructed and
parametrized purely by the microscopic processes in an a
priori way from the microscopic system ruleset.

A straightforward approach to such a mesoscopic model
would be to subdivide the world of the GoL into an exhaustive
set of quadrants which are characterized by the main dy-
namics that happen inside of them (empty, frozen, living),
according to the three area types indicated in Figure 1. Te
mesoscopic model can then describe the transitions of
quadrants from one type to the other. For example, following
a system dynamics model building approach [24], one can
implement a system of ordinary diferential or diference
equations (ODEs or OΔEs) along with the concept of a stock
and fow modeling approach [25], as is shown in Figure 6.

Te colored boxes in Figure 6 indicate the key system
variables in such a model: quantities of quadrants in specifc
states. Grey thick arrows indicate transitions of quadrants
from one state to another. Black thin arrows indicate causal
dependencies of system components. Text elements without
boxes indicate all constant parameters and the only other
system variableΩ(t). Tis focal macroscopic variable can be
predicted based on the ratios of these three quadrant
populations, based on the population densities that these
quadrants exhibit (dempty, dliving, dfrozen), and based on the
absolute number of quadrants. Four distinct fows describe
transitions of quadrants from one type to another, ensuring
conservation of mass in the system. Such fows would be
modeled as follows:

(i) A fraction of the “living” quadrants can either freeze
or get empty, at rates set by the two coefcients
rfreeze and rdie. Tis process is independent from the
existing population of frozen and empty quadrants,
as it is indicated in Figure 6 with two thin black
arrows pointing at the left two fows.Tese fows are
infuenced by Qliving(t), but not by Qempty(t) and
Qfrozen(t).

(ii) A fraction of the “frozen” quadrants can become
living again (unfreezing). Tis can only happen due
to activities that happen in “living” quadrants. Tis
codependency will be best expressed with a mass
action law term Qfrozen(t), Qliving(t), multiplied with
the sum of two coefcients. Te coefcient
rgrowth frozen describes the rate at which a population
of living cells grows beyond its quadrant borders
and retriggers the “living” process in a neighboring
quadrant. Another coefcient rgliders frozen describes
the rate at which “living” quadrants produce gliders
or other moving structures that enter a “frozen”
quadrant and retriggers the “living” processes there.

(iii) Analogously, a fraction of the empty quadrants can
be resettled with life by two similar processes: either
they are conquered by a neighboring “living”
quadrant through growth (rgrowth empty) or they are
bootstrapped by two gliders, potentially originating

from distant “living” quadrants (rgliders empty). Both
processes will be best modeled by a mass action law
term Qempty(t), Qliving(t) as it requires both, “living”
quadrants and empty quadrants that interact.

Tis model, and especially the usage of the mass action
law approach to describe how patches (quadrants) inhabited
with life “conquer” uninhabited ones, is closely following the
classical Levins model that is used for predicting biological
settlement and spreading processes [26].

In contrast to the Levins model, which considered only
living and dead patches, the mesoscopic GoL model here is
extended by considering also a “frozen” habitat state. However,
the basic modeling structures and concepts are similar for both
non-“living” quadrants, as they can only get alive by interaction
with existing “living” quadrants. Consequently, the model will
have four diferent equilibria: Tree unstable equilibria are at
[Qempty(t) � Qtotal, Qliving(t) � 0.0, Qfrozen(t) � 0.0], at
[Qempty(t) � 0.0, Qliving(t) � 0.0, Qfrozen(t) � Qtotal], and also
at [Qempty(t)> 0.0, Qliving(t) � 0.0, Qfrozen(t)> 0.0]. With no-
zero fow coefcients, there will be also a stable equilibrium at a
quadrant population of [Qempty(t)> 0.0, Qliving(t)>
0.0, Qfrozen(t)> 0.0].

Even though the mesoscopic model is more complicated
than the microscopic one, it will fail to predict the two phase
transitions completely, as this mesoscopic model structure
can neither predict the Allee efect type behavior nor the
population collapse at high densities. For implementing
these, the model would need to be extended with additional
terms, again carrying the parameters A and C, which are also
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not correctly derivable from the microscopic rules, as was
shown already before.

Tis mesoscopic model has ten parameters that need
numeric values: the six abovementioned coefcients (the six
“r”-parameters in Figure 6) for the four fows in the stock
and fowmodel, the three population densities (dempty, dliving,
dfrozen) that the quadrant types will exhibit, and the total
number of quadrants Qtotal.

In order to be useful as a micro-to-macro model, all the
parameter values need to be determined from the micro-
scopic mechanisms. Besides the trivial determination of
Qtotal, only two density parameters (dempty and dliving) can be
derived frommicroscopic thinking: Te value of dempty must
be 0.0 and that dliving should be around 0.4375, as this density
was deducted from the microscopic model already for those
areas where the Game of Life is actively processing its own
state in a highly dynamic manner. Te remaining density
estimator dfrozen and all six process coefcients seem to be
impossible to be deducted from a microscopically informed
deduction. Te densities that are observed for such areas
(Figure 1) are much lower than the so-called “maximum
density still life” (MDSL) that “frozen” areas can have, which
is found to be at 57.1% [27] and also lower than the 25% that
are suggested as the unstable equilibriumwith (on average) 2
out of 8 neighboring cells being “living” by the microscopic
model depicted in Figure 5. Tus, there is no knowledge
stemming from a microscopic ruleset interpretation that
would suggest a useful prediction of the observed density
towards which “frozen” areas emergently converge during
the time progression of the GoL simulations.

Deriving the fow coefcients from the microscopic rules
is the next unsolved problem: Neither do I see a way to derive
the rate of glider production, the rate of glider-to-glider
collisions, and the rate of glider-to-frozen-structure collision
nor can I derive the rates of freezing, growth, and death
directly from the microscopic rules, as it would be needed.

Te bottom-up model building task feels more and more
like going down a rabbit hole. Instead of one problem, as it
was the case with the purely microscopic model depicted in
Figure 5, there are now seven separate problems to be solved
in the model depicted in Figure 6. To derive each needed
parameter value microscopically, a specifc submodel is
required. Tese seven submodels will likely require building
even more sub-submodels and so forth. Tis can be an
indicator that it is in principle impossible to make a con-
sistent micro-meso-macro model that can predict the
population dynamics and the LTNPD in the GoL, what
would mean that this emergent phenomenon stems from
strong emergence.

Besides these problematic parametrizations, there are
other problems that arise with the mesoscopic model. Te
concepts that are applied in model building are not stem-
ming from the microscopic knowledge. For example, the fact
that “frozen” areas require interaction with “living” areas to
become alive again can hardly be a priori derived from
studying the simple microscopic rules. It is knowledge from
studying simulation runs of the system; thus, this model
building already incorporates after-the-fact knowledge
rather than only a priori knowledge.

7. Studying Other Variants

Tis section considers alternative settings and questions
whether the beforementioned results are just specifc artifacts of
the initial conditions or the specifc ruleset. So far, the GoL has
always been studied with randomly distributed distributions of
living cells in the study presented here. It is known that a simple
structure, called the “R-pentomino” confguration [28], shows
impressive growth by starting with only 5 adjacent living cells
in an otherwise empty world. Tis allows to test if the GoL
approaches the observed LTNPD also from very low starting
points concerning its initial population density.

Additionally, it is investigated in the following if other
cellular automata, that are very closely related to the ruleset
of the GoL, exhibit a similar failure of correctly predicting
their LTNPD directly with a micro-to-macro model or not.

7.1. Studying Dynamics Started from Sparsely Distributed
R-Pentomino Populations. For this analysis, the same settings
were used as in the previous experiments.Te only diference is
that this time, ten R-pentomino confgurations were initially
placed at random positions on the grid, and all other cells were
set to the “dead” state. Tis corresponds to an initial density of
Ω(0) � 0.00124 (0.124% density). Figure 7 shows one instance
of the R-pentomino confguration, the population dynamics of
30 simulation runs, and the fnal distribution of the approached
LTNPD. It is clearly visible that even from this low initial
starting point, a population density is actively approached that
is very similar to the results obtained in the previous experi-
ments.Te observedmedian density, that the system converges
to, was found to be at Ω(5000) ≈ 0.024 and the observed IQR
was 0.004. Like the previous experiments, those runs that in the
end still had “living” areas achieved larger fnal populations
than those that were already fully composed from “frozen” and
empty areas.Tis indicates that the observations made here are
not artifacts of randomized initial distributions, but that
density-dependent growth dynamics hold also for very low
starting populations if they are confgured in a “viable” way
(e.g., with a few R-pentominoes).

7.2. Studying Closely Related Cellular Automata. In order to
investigate how “special” the LTNPD of the GoL is con-
cerning its type of emergence, several cellular automata were
tested with slightly adapted rulesets. Te key research
question of these experiments is as follows: Do micro-to-
macro model predictions also fail concerning the LTNPD
that these cellular automata converge to?

7.2.1. Variant A: Reproduction Also with More Living
Neighbors. Te rules of this cellular automaton difer from
the GoL by the fact that a dead cell with four living neighbors
will become alive, in addition to the birth with three living
neighbors inherited from the GoL. Table 3 indicates the new
rule with a solid frame, while the rules inherited from the
GoL are indicated by dashed frames.

Figure 8 shows that this cellular automaton converges to
a fully “frozen” maze-like pattern. Te microscopic model
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for this ruleset, analog to the one shown in Figure 5 for the
GOL, predicts the LTNPD between four and fve living
neighbors, pointing at a value of Ω(∞) � 4.5/8 � 0.5625.
Tis suggests a convergence towards a population density of
approx. 56%. In 30 repetitions of 5000 step long simulations
of this cellular automaton, the LTNPD was found to be on a
median value of Ω(5000) ≈ 0.507 or approx. 51%, which is
very close to the value predicted with the purely microscopic
model.

7.2.2. Variant B: Reproduction with Fewer Living Neighbors
and Survival in a Narrower Range. Te rules of this cellular
automaton difer from the GoL by the fact that a dead cell
with two living neighbors will become alive and not with
three living neighbors, as it is the case in the GoL. In ad-
dition, cells with three living neighbors will die, while such
cells will stay alive in the GoL. Table 4 indicates the new rules
with solid frames, while the survival rule inherited from the
GoL is indicated by a dashed frame.

Figure 9 shows that this cellular automaton converges to
a highly dynamic snow-storm-like pattern with occasional
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Table 3: Ruleset of the variant A cellular automaton.
if the focal cell at (x,y) is dead at time step t:

N (x, y, t) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

S (x, y, t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S (x, y, t+1) 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

if the focal cell at (x,y) is alive at time step t:

3 4

0 0
1 1

N (x, y, t) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S (x, y, t) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S (x, y, t+1) 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 3
1 1
1 1

Figure 8: Typical “frozen” pattern produced by the variant A
cellular automaton.
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short-termed aggregation of living cells. Te microscopic
model, analog to the one shown in Figure 5 for the GOL,
predicts the LTNPD between two and three living neigh-
boring cells, pointing at a value of Ω(∞) � 2.5/8 � 0.3125.
Tis suggests a convergence towards a population density of
approx. 31%. In 30 repetitions of 5000 step long simulations
of this cellular automaton, the LTNPD was found to be on a
median value of Ω(5000) ≈ 0.271 or a density of approx.
27%, which is again very close to the value predicted by the
purely microscopic model.

7.2.3. Variant C: Reproduction with More Living Neighbors
and Wider Survival Range. Te rules of this cellular au-
tomaton difer from the GoL by the fact that a dead cell with
four living neighbors will become alive, and not with three
living neighbors, as it is the case in the GoL. Living cells with
one to four living neighbors will survive, while in the GoL,
only cells with two or three living neighbors stay alive.
Table 5 indicates the new rules with solid frames, while the
survival rules inherited from the GoL are indicated by
dashed frames.

Figure 10 shows that this cellular automaton exhibits an
intriguing behavior: it is highly dynamic frst, but then zones
“freeze” into patterns of horizontal or vertical stripe pat-
terns, between which dendritic-like empty patterns form,
which show high activity along their edges. Slowly, the
frozen areas grow at the cost of the empty dendritic areas. In
the end, reminiscent traces of these dendritic areas remain as
empty islands in the end, and fnally, only frozen and empty
areas remain. Te microscopic model, analog to the one
shown in Figure 5 for the GOL, predicts the LTNPD between

Table 4: Ruleset of the variant B cellular automaton.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2

0
1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 3

1 1
1 0

if the focal cell at (x,y) is dead at time step t:

N (x, y, t)

S (x, y, t)
S (x, y, t+1)

if the focal cell at (x,y) is alive at time step t:

N (x, y, t)

S (x, y, t)
S (x, y, t+1)

Figure 9: Typical (highly dynamic) pattern produced by the variant
B cellular automaton.

Figure 10: Typical pattern produced by the variant C cellular
automaton.

Table 5: Ruleset of the variant C cellular automaton.

N (x, y, t) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

S (x, y, t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S (x, y, t+1) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

4

0
1

N (x, y, t) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

S (x, y, t) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S (x, y, t+1) 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

if the focal cell at (x,y) is dead at time step t:

if the focal cell at (x,y) is alive at time step t:
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four and fve living neighboring cells, pointing at a value of
Ω(∞) � 4.5/8 � 0.5625. Tis suggests a convergence to-
wards a population density of approx. 56%. In 30 repetitions
of 5000 step long simulations of this cellular automaton,
the LTNPD was found to be on a median value of
Ω(5000) ≈ 0.4804 or approx. 48%, which is again rather
close to the value predicted by the purely microscopic
model.

It is noteworthy with the results obtained with variant C,
that compared to the other two variants, this automaton
exhibits a more interesting and more complex transient
towards its fnal confguration. Tus, the fact that it also
shows the greatest deviation from the microscopic predic-
tions amongst all variants hints towards a potential tendency
that interesting automata may generally show higher error in
their micro-to-macro predictions, turning this error into a
telltale sign of potential interesting (stronger) emergence.

8. Discussion and Conclusion

In the 50 years since its frst publication, Conway’s Game of
Life has attractedmassive scientifc interest. For example, the
book at the 40th anniversary of the GoL, edited by Andrew
Adamatzky, is showcasing an exceptional richness of di-
versity of research that is conducted on and around the GoL
[15]: Research is done on the classic GoL itself, for example,
by studying up to which extent the GoL can endure erro-
neous and asynchronous update regimes [19]. Additionally,
also alternative variants are often created and studied. Such
GoL variants have alternative rulesets [29] or they operate
with continuous states [30] to mention just a few out of
many examples reported in literature. Recently, the im-
pressive “Lenia” system showed that its “Orbium” creatures,
which are glider-like entities that move through a contin-
uous space, can be derived microscopically from the rules of
the GoL [31], turning Lenia into an advanced continuous-
space variant of the GoL. Most prominently, the GoL was
found to be Turing complete in itself and allowing to
construct exceptional structures, e.g., building a universal
Turing machine inside of the GoL [32]. Meanwhile, the
search for a 3D equivalent of the GoL is an ongoing chal-
lenge [33, 34].

Te study of Mark Bedau suggested the discrimination
between weak and strong emergence, and it characterizes the
GoL solely by its pattern formation process and pentomino
growth. It (correctly) identifes these processes as being of
the weak type of emergence [10]. Tis presentation and its
arguments somehow leave the reader with the impression
that there are no phenomena of strong emergence in the
GoL, although this is not explicitly stated, but strong
emergence in general is doubted there.

In contrast to this impression, the study presented here
demonstrates that several properties of the GoL are in fact
good candidates for strong emergence: the two thresholds at
which randomized populations collapse, the density towards
which “frozen” areas develop in the GoL, and, most
prominently, the long-term nonzero population density that
the global system converges to from most of its starting
states.

Te reasons to suggest them as cases of strong emergent
are as follows: neither was the straightforward, purely a
priori informed, microscopic model nor was a straightfor-
ward, purely a priori informed, mesoscopic model found to
be capable of delivering even somehow useful hints towards
the numerical values of these emergent system properties. In
contrast to that, a well-known and well suitable macro-to-
macro model exists in ecological modeling literature. It was
demonstrated that even the very basic plain-vanilla variant
of this macroscopic population model is already very well
capable to capture all investigated macroscopic behaviors of
the GoL, as it is described in the data shown in Figures 2, 3,
and 7. Te striking point here is as follows: while this can
obviously be easily done in a post hoc way based on mac-
roscopically derived data, gathering knowledge through
direct micro-to-macro causation fails to work sufciently
also here. Te known microscopic rules cannot a priori
inform about suitable parameter values for the macroscopic
model. And values that lead to good predictions of the
macroscopic model after post hoc model ftting are not those
values that are suggested by the analysis of the microscopic
model. Tus, as the consequence of all these observations
reported here across various model building attempts, it is
suggested that the observed difculties, or even inabilities, in
the micro-to-macro model building might be an indicator
that these investigated global system properties of the GoL
are indeed of the strong emergence type.

In refection of these observations, the study presented
here develops the suggestion, but of course does not deliver
any defnitive proof that these macroscopic properties of
the GoL system could be of the strong emergence type. Tis
suggestion is not only supported by the inability to fnd a
direct micro-to-macro model of sufcient prediction
quality but also by the “going-down-the-rabbit-hole”-type
of development in the search for an appropriate meso-
scopic model. Usually, the number of unknowns (pa-
rameters needed) increases the deeper the model building
goes downwards from macro to micro in a top-down way,
and it decreases in the bottom-up model building, as
macroscopic models are more abstract than microscopic
ones. Surprisingly, in the model building for the GoL, the
opposite tendency is found. While all needed parameters
for the microscopic model were easily derivable from the
ruleset and only the resulting predictions were wrong, the
mesoscopic model already failed in the parametrization for
seven crucially needed system parameters. Trying to pa-
rametrize those coefcients will require even more specifc
submodels, in turn causing even more parametrization
problems.

If the discussed system properties are in fact strongly
emergent, this basically means that the category of strong
emergence does not require any “magic” or “metaphysics,”
as it is sometimes called. In contrast, it can appear in a
complex causation-driven system, even in a deterministic
one like the GoL.

Te irreducibility of the global macroscopic states to
purely local microscopic dynamics can be caused by micro-
macro-micro feedback. For example, local densities are
driven by the known microscopic rules (Figure 5) and local
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densities afect the behavioral state of local areas, charac-
terizable as “empty,” “frozen,” or “living.” However, the
microscopic mechanics fnd signifcantly diferent input
patterns in such local area types; thus, they produce diferent
follow-up dynamics as their functional output. Tis then, in
turn, afects the dynamics found on higher system layers,
e.g., the growth, the decay, and the rate of interaction of such
local areas, ultimately determining the proportions of larger
areas (quadrants) of specifc kinds, yet even the spatial
distribution of these quadrant types.

Tese mesoscopic interactions can evolve their own
higher-level mechanics, as it is depicted in Figure 6, which
then can produce ultimately the macroscopic behavior, as it
is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

As higher-level components change dynamically, for
example, by quadrants altering their type, this feeds back
downwards onto the input confgurations that their local
microscopic mechanics operate upon: the microscopic rules
operate on local densities, and diferent types of quadrants
converge towards diferent levels of densities. Tus, there is
clearly micro-meso-micro feedback within the system,
which is ultimately refected also on the macroscopic system
level, as several of such mesoscopic models can be nested
inside of each other, all representing quadrants of increasing
sizes. Tus, the system can be seen as a micro-meso∗-macro-
meso∗-micro feedback system, having potentially an infnite
number of mesoscopic system layers for an infnite grid size.

Even with fnite grid sizes of the GoL system, the
mesoscopic model depicted in Figure 6 can also be imple-
mented recursively, by nested models of smaller quadrants
contained inside of larger quadrants. Tis way, several
mesoscopic layers of the system can be represented math-
ematically. However, such an approach of multiple meso-
scopic layers can neither go fully down to the very bottom, to
the local microscopic layer, nor can it fully go up to the top,
to the global macroscopic layer, for very diferent reasons:

At the bottom of the system layers, the stock and fow
model depicted in Figure 6 cannot be applied with
quadrants of 3× 3 cells in a meaningful way because the
microscopic model depicted in Figure 5 is needed to de-
scribe this system layer to incorporate the ruleset of the
GoL into the overall model and such a small quadrant size
will likely not allow making the necessary discrimination
between “frozen” and “living” quadrants. Very likely, such
a modeling approach will break already before going fully
down to the microscopic level, as for example, also
quadrabt sizes of 4× 4 or 5× 5 grid cells will be too small to
determine the quadrant type.

At the top of the system layers, the stock and fow model
depicted in Figure 6 will also break as soon as quadrant sizes
get too large. For example, at the topmost macroscopic level,
such a stock and fow model would then handle only one
single quadrant, which changes its type over time. In such a
confguration, the fows would operate in a very special and
extreme way, as they only can have the values 0 or 1, whereby
only one of the four fows and only one of the three stocks
can hold a value of 1 at each time step t. In such a model that
allows only for binary number values, the core concepts of
the mesoscopic model will break, for example, the mass

action law in the modeling of two fows will break, because
only one stock will have a nonzero value; thus, all associated
fows will always remain at zero and all system dynamics will
come to a standstill at t � 1, the latest. Again here, such a
modeling approach will already break before going up to the
topmost macroscopic layer; it will already not work in a
meaningful way with only a few quadrants depicting the
whole system quadrants representing the total grid space.

In general, micro-macro-micro feedback loops impose
upwards and downwards causation and can be interpreted as
an indicator for strong emergence.Te feedback loop has the
pattern formation process (a weakly emergent phenome-
non) as a component of the loop. Tis makes it questionable
if such a distinction is useful at all. Given that the contri-
bution of the weakly emergent component to the whole
feedback loop can vary, the weight of the weak emergence
inside the strong emergence loop is variable. Tis suggests
that it is not a dichotomy; it will be rather a spectrum on
which the strength of the emergence may fall, potentially
correlated with the magnitude of error with which micro-to-
macro predictions fail.

Such micro-macro-micro loops are also present in the
studied variants of cellular automata. For example, the
variants A and C show also a very clear pattern formation
process and, in their transient, all three types of areas
emerge, like in the GoL. Also, similarly to the GoL, these
variants end up in a state with only frozen and empty areas.
Despite all these microscopic and macroscopic similarities,
their micro-to-macro predictions ft quite well to the
measured macroscopic outcomes of their simulation runs,
in very contrast to the GoL, which fails there by a full order
of magnitude. Tis indicates that there is a hidden game
changer somewhere in the rules of the GoL, which has not
yet been identifed. Neither the very early “freezing” var-
iants A and C nor the always highly dynamic (“living”)
variant B have any problems delivering straightforward and
reliable micro-to-macro predictions. What is it in the GoL
ruleset that prevents even a somehow reliable micro-to-
macro prediction? Given that the rules of the variants are
just slight mutations of the GoL rules, this is a fascinating
diference in a key property of the system: micro-to-macro
predictability.

A graphical summary of this article’s main claims is
shown in Figure 11. It shows how several model building
variants are considering specifc system layers of the GoL (or
any other system that might show strong emergence), and it
graphically represents the approaches discussed here in the
study at the hand. For the GoL, as an example system, no
macroscopic model could be directly successfully parame-
trized from the microscopic rules nor can there be direct
micro-to-macro predictions successfully made. Also cov-
ering the mesoscopic system layers between the microscopic
and the macroscopic system layer with specifcally tailored
(sub) models will likely fail due to an explosion in the pa-
rameter space and due to accumulation of errors at the
system boundaries between these (sub) models. Even worse,
one might potentially end up in an infnite loop of model
building, as every model likely requires another model in
order to predict its own layer-specifc model parameters.
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Ultimately, all these considerations suggest that the root
cause for the inability of micro-to-macro predictions is not
the sheer existence of a micro-macro-micro feedback, but it
is rather the fact that a weakly emergent functionality
(pattern formation) drives this micro-macro-micro feedback
system in a way that no reliable model can be made, because
of the processes that happen on the mesoscopic system
layers.Tis suggests that exactly this model building inability
will be the suitable distinguishing feature for identifying
strong emergence.

It is surprising that the system properties of the GoL that
are found to be promising candidates for strong emergence
are by far not as spectacular as the pattern formation, which
is (only) weakly emergent. In other words, the most in-
triguing system properties are sort of hidden in plain sight
here, and they seem to have been overlooked and, in con-
sequence, also understudied massively in the past. Tis is
likely due to the impressiveness of the pattern formation
process and its follow-up consequences, which attract re-
search more easily and thus to a higher extent.

For example, when looking at how the GoL inspired the
striving domains of artifcial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) research, a similar picture is found. It is
striking that there is much efort to develop an AI that is
capable to learn the microscopic rules from training runs
based on macroscopically derived data, e.g., known patterns
to be formed [35]. In contrast to that, there seems to be no
literature yet that tries to solve the much more difcult other
way. Tis would be to have an AI predicting the hard-to-
predict macroscopic outcomes of cellular automata from
purely the microscopic input (the ruleset) without iteratively
simulating the system over time. Such a trainedmodel would
then need to be able to make reliable micro-macro pre-
dictions for the GoL and for the variants that are presented
here. If these predictions then hold for a sufcient variety of

starting conditions across all rulesets, then truly this AI will
have cracked the prediction problem and identifed the
system properties that are potentially of strong emergence,
as being cases of only weak emergence.

Such an AI-driven micro-to-macro model building
method would be also useful to serve as an automatized
emergence detector and classifer: First, simulations of
complex dynamic systems can be analyzed with a pattern-
recognizing AI. If it detects a pattern formation process, this
system can be fagged as showing emergent properties.Ten,
a model building AI can try to learn a predictive model that
correctly predicts this system’s macroscopic behavior
without simulation, straight from the ruleset, together with
correct predictions of altered rulesets. If correct predictions
are learned by this AI for all systems, then this system can be
classifed to exhibit only weakly emergent properties. But if
the AI’s micro-to-macro model learning fails for the focal
system, but works well for the other variants, then this
system can automatically be fagged as a very promising
candidate for strong emergence. Analogously, with such a
technology, one could concentrate on a single specifc focal
system and automatically browse through various macro-
scopic system properties and classify them concerning their
emergence type.

Te need for such computational AI algorithms to au-
tonomously fnd interesting emerging properties will be
useful in massive parameter sweeps through microscopic
system parameters or in evolutionary computation algo-
rithms that also alter microscopic parameters in high
amounts of instances. An example for the frst case would be
the massive parameter sweep that was conducted with the
complex (GoL-like) primordial particle system [36], an
example for the second case are the evolutionary approaches
conducted with a complex system called “swarm chemistry,”
where automatic detection of interesting system behaviors
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Figure 11: Schematic representation of this article’s main claims. From left to right: hard emergence may be given for a system property X if
no a priori macroscopic model can be derived from the known microscopic properties that would predict X sufciently correct, where
bottom-up models fail to ever “push through” to the macroscopic system layer, on which property Xmanifests, and when also direct micro-
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would also come very handy, given its “open-ended” evo-
lutionary approach towards fnding interesting and novel
complex systems [37].

Looking at physically embodied systems instead of a
simulated scenario like the GoL, the criteria suggested here
can be used to tell whether the system shows features of hard
emergence by checking micro-to-macro predictions against
empirical observations. For example, physicochemical in-
teractions can exhibit phase transitions concerning mac-
rolevel properties (e.g., decomposition points) that depend
on a global environmental factor (e.g., temperature) and on
microscopic variables (e.g., the distance between atoms in an
array or other pattern) as a causal consequence of governing
microscopic local interaction mechanisms. If these phase
transitions can be simulated qualitatively or even quanti-
tatively correctly by micro-to-macro models, then this can
be seen as an indicator that likely no hard emergence occurs,
even if regular pattern formation and reconfguration take
place on the atomic level. Such examples of successful
bottom-up bridging betweenmicro andmacro can be found,
for example, in chemical studies of molecular dynamics and
material interactions [38, 39].

Te questions around emergence and its reducibility of
phenomena to micro-to-macro models arises with all
complex adaptive systems [40]; thus, they are tied into re-
search questions posed at the most intriguing frontiers of
science, where researchers are studying the universe, the
phenomenon of life in general, the human brain, and the
societies and their cultural properties that are emerging
amongst interacting people. While the GoL is just a very
simple toy model of a complex dynamic system, studying its
hard-to-crack properties may help us to make signifcant
progress in all other domains that have to tackle emergent
phenomena in complex systems.

Te fact that the toughest-to-understand properties
are appearing to be not spectacular at all and seem to have
been hiding in plain sight for a long time, while weak
forms of emergence stand out spectacularly and attract
much more research, makes me wonder: Howmany other,
yet undetected, instances of such properties are out there,
not only in the GoL but also in other complex adaptive
systems?
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